Background
Types of data
The Boulder Creek Critical Zone Observatory (CZO) focuses on research in the Boulder Creek watershed. This encompasses Green Lakes Valley, Gordon Gulch, and Betasso locations covering 1158 km at 1480-4120m of elevation. There are two groups of data collected. The first is ongoing data collection that starts in 2008 and is comprised of manual sample collection, manual measurements and data loggers. The second is completed project data.
Ongoing data collections are comprised of:
• Meteorological data -which includes historical and live data comprised of air temperature, humidity, wind speed and direction. Graduate students typically collect the completed project data collections with a specific topic in mind, resulting in a published paper. The ongoing data sets are collected by the field manager, lab manager and trained students with the purpose of creating a historical record to be used for any research topic relating to the Earth's critical zone. Data collected in situ and sample data analyzed in the lab, are subjected to a quality assurance and quality control process before being submitted to the Boulder Creek CZO website for public access.
Data and metadata standards
All data has been required to be submitted in comma separated value (.csv) format with accompanying meta data file in text (.txt) format. Currently the meta data files are being converted to .csv files in accordance with ISO-19115 If a new data set is submitted then the meta data is used initially to determine which field location, topic and discipline the data should be saved in. If this is an existing data set that has new data then the log files are updated according to the field manager's notes.
All data sets get their own web page with searchable meta data listed on the page itself as well as available to download in .csv format. Each web page has a link to download the data directly from a .csv file for completed projects. For ongoing data set collections, the data is inserted into an Oracle relational database which can be queried from the website for specific variables and date ranges.
The database and web server are hosted on a server supported and backed up by the data manager and CU's managed services group, which is a division of the Office of Information Technology at the University of Colorado at Boulder.
Policies for access and sharing
Every data set is accessible from the http://czo.colorado.edu website and can be searched by title, field location, topic, or discipline. These data sets can also be located using interactive GIS/Map located here: http://czo.colorado.edu/geGIS/gmGIS.shtml
The meta data is what gives the Boulder Creek CZO its searching power. This searching capability is also ported to the national CZO site where all of the Boulder Creek CZO data sets are available in addition to data sets from nine other CZOs. Each CZO uses the same meta data formatting in order to be searchable from the national level here http:// search.criticalzone.org/.
Each web page provides a description, keywords and citation that can be used for searching or reporting from the data set. There is a data use policy posted on every data set page that explains how to use or re-use this data. Which adheres to NSF's policy on dissemination.
Data Use Policy:
1. 
Plans for archiving and preservation of access
For short term archiving purposes this data is backed up nightly and retained for 30 days. However, because of the flat file nature of a UNIX server running an Oracle database and Apache Tomcat web server, the CZO does have full backups created quarterly and saved to external hard drives.
For long term archiving there are a couple of options in place. Currently this is an ongoing funded project which will keep the data available in the near future. This data is also hosted on the National CZO website for the further foreseeable future.
Time series data is formatted so that it can be ingested in the CZO Central Data Portal (Zaslavsky et al., 2011) that forms the center of the CZO Integrated Data Management plan (NSF 1153164 to Aufdenkampe). The National CZO website provides the access to the Central Data Portal.
